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what 's
inside

C O V E R  G I R L  S T O R Y
A peak into the life of Keshia Hay, a private
chef and business owner.

J O U R N A L I N G
Getting consisten with journaling.

A F F I R M A T I O N S
The right affirmations lead to consistency.

S E L F  C A R E
Keeping daily self care consistent.

C O N N E C T I O N
Being consistent with connection.
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PRIVATE
CHEF
KESHIA Tell us a little bit about what

you do and your business.

I am a private chef that appeals

to the intimate style gatherings

like a date night in for two, a

cocktail and hors d'oeuvre party,

the smaller, more intentional

events rather than a large 500

person event. I love that I get to

have the personal connection

with my clients from the very

first contact all the way through

the event. 

This  phone interview was so good,
and I  left  the cal l  feel ing SO
inspired!  

We couldn't  f it  al l  the amazing
nuggets  from this  interview here,
so we are including the highl ights
and wil l  release the ful l  interview
in audio form.

Believe us,  you're  going to want to
l isten!
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I answer all of my emails and

instagram messages myself, and I

insist on phone consultations so

that I can get to know you and

your event. I take inspiring notes

as we talk and use that to create

your menu. I love educating my

clients on what’s in season,

exploring different flavor

profiles than maybe what they

typically think of, and bringing a

sit down restaurant experience

into your home.



What motivates and inspires you?

I am extremely inspired by art and

nature. I want to invoke smell,

sound, feeling and beauty into the

experience of food.

How do you balance work and

home life while making self care a

priority?

It can be so easy to be distracted on

both ends, so I’ve gotten into the

routine of carving out time during

the day. My work never stops, but I

give myself Sunday as a day of no

contact for work. I have made it a

priority to take care of myself. That

includes getting my nails done

because it’s part of the

presentation my clients see, and

getting my feet done because I’m

on them all day. I also have an

energy healer that I’ve been seeing

for six years.

Would you do anything differently

if given the opportunity?

This is a hard question because the

things that have happened in my

past got me to where I am today. I

don’t think if I changed any of those

things I would be here.

K E S H I A  H A Y
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What dreams do you have for the

future?

It’s funny that you ask because this

is something I had no idea a year

ago when I went full time with my

business. But I have a mentor who

pushed me to look toward the

future. Where we’re going is for me

to have a space. A space that is our

home, but is also a space where I

can invite people in to have those

tasting menu style experiences, and

supper clubs, where I get to be the

host. As far as long term I will be

cooking until I take my last breath.

I love that you mentioned having

a coach or mentor! What advice

would you give to someone

thinking of starting their own

business?

Definitely, definitely, definitely get a

mentor. I cannot stress enough how

pivotal it has been for my life both

personally and professionally. 

She had me write down what my

life’s purpose is, and what my

mission statement is. Because if you

don’t know why you’re doing what

you’re doing, you will have no

direction.

Do you have any books that you

would suggest we read?

“You’re a Badass” by Jen Sincero

“French Women Don’t Get Fat” &

“French Women for All Seasons” by

Mireille Guiliano

“Mama Gena’s Owner and

Operator Guide to Men” by Regena

Thomashauer

I think that it’s really

important, especially right

now, to really pull that

focus inward and start

really really working on

your craft.

YOU'RE DEFINITLEY GOING TO
WANT TO LISTEN TO THE FULL

INTERVIEW TO HEAR WHY SHE
RECOMMENDS THESE READS!
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Journaling
This month we are focusing on consistency. If

you haven’t created consistency around

journaling, I highly encourage you to take this

month and commit to journaling each day. 

Journaling brings awareness to your current

habits and mood. It can also help you to

redirect your thoughts daily to your dreams

and the direction you want your life to go.

But whether it’s journaling, flossing,

exercising, or drinking more water,

consistency does not have to take hours out

of your day! 

One key to consistency is to start small! It

doesn’t matter how much you accomplish,

the key is to do a little every day to build a

habit. Once the consistency is formed, then

you can increase duration or perfect the

habit over time. 

For example: Sally wants to create

consistency in her cardio workouts.Day 1-Walk

for 5 minutes Day 2-Walk for 6 minutes Day

3-Walk for 7 minutes(Fast forward) Day 30-

Jog for 5 minutes & Walk for 10 minutes Day

31-Jog for 6 minutes & Walk for 10 minutes

Be creative! We tend to focus so much time

and energy on the end goal! Instead focus on

what and how much you are willing to do

today! In this moment and nothing else.

Questions to ask yourself in regards to

consistency:

What am I willing to give up to create

consistency? How much time am I willing to

spend to create consistency? What barriers

and limiting beliefs can I identify as

roadblocks to consistency?

"EASY IS EARNED!"



Connection
This issue is coming out during a crazy

time in history. We've been faced with

months of social distancing,

quarantine, isolation, but...

"SOCIAL DISTANCING ≠

 

DISCONNECTING"

We know how important connection is for our

mental health, so getting consistent with

intentional connection needs to stay a

priority. Connecting with loved ones can

ease our anxiety during so much change and

uncertainty.

While we aren't able to meet friends for

coffee or go visit family, we can still find

ways to stay consistent at connecting with

others. Send a quick text to a friend to see

how they're doing. Schedule a daily or weekly

video chat with family. Have virtual meetups

with friends to catch up. Go old school and

get a pen pal. :) There are so many ways we

can stay connected.

Our online Limitless Member Group is a great

way to stay connected to others, and we are

so thankful for all of you!

Be Intentional with Connecting 



GET CONSISTENT WITH AFFIRMATIONS
TO CREATE MORE CONSISTENCY

Affirmations can help
increase our consistency,
but first we need to get
consistent with doing
affirmations.

Start by writing
affirmations that actually
work. The simplest way to
start writing affirmations
is to write a series of “I
am” statements that
describe what you want to
have or experience. 

Imagine how it will FEEL
to accomplish your goal.
Think about the way you
will FEEL when you are
living as your ideal self.
Write your 

affirmation as if you have
already gained this feeling.

Now  that you've got some
affirmations written out,
you're ready to start
putting an affirmation
practice into your daily
routine. 

Start by reading your
affirmations once in the
morning and once in the
evening. It's helpful to set
two alarms on your phone
to remind you. Before you
know it, you'll be reaching
for your affirmations
before your alarm even
goes off. 
CONSISTENCY!

AFFIRMATIONS

Doubts, fears, and

excuses can prevent us

from creating

consistency. If we allow

these negative thought

patterns to take over, we

will have a difficult time

creating consistency.

Affirmations help us go to

battle against doubts and

fears.

T O D A Y  I  C H O O S E
C O N S I S T E N C Y

I  H A V E  A L L  T H E  T O O L S
I  N E E D  T O  C R E A T E

C O N S I S T E N C Y

I  A M  S T R O N G ,
C O N S I S T E N T ,  A N D

A W A R E  O F  A L L  T H E
D E C I S I O N S  I  M A K E



MAKE SELF CARE A PART OF
YOUR DAILY RYTHYM
Self Care is always important, but it is
absolutely crucial during this time of
uncertainty. What does the term self
care mean? Taking care of your basic
needs, so that you can be your best
self for you and others.

It can look like making sure you eat
throughout the day, even while you're
busy feeding your family while also
being suddenly new to working from
home, or getting up 30 minutes before
everyone else just to have some alone
time or to get in a meditation/prayer
practice, or pausing when you feel
overwhelmed to take 10 deep,
cleansing breaths.

Exercise is proven to help reduce
stress, anxiety and depression, as well
as boost our immune systems. Find
movement that you enjoy! Pushing
through a workout that you hate won't
have the same benefit as a workout
that feels good to you. 

Is your favorite workout cancelled
right now? There are so many online
options we can turn to. Youtube has
every kind of exercise video. Your gym
or trainer may be offering virtual
classes you can take advantage of.

Is it nice out? Take a leisurely walk, or
do some yard work or work in your
garden, getting fresh air and soaking
up some vitamin d along the way. Are
the kids bored? Crank up some music
and have a family dance party, or play
an active game like Simon Says.

MOVE YOUR BODY

Self care can look like eating foods that
we love, and that love us back.
Honoring your hunger cues, listening
to your cravings, and paying attention
to how you feel before, during and
after eating are ways we learn what
those foods are.

Ask yourself these questions:
What was my hunger level prior?
Did I enjoy the food I just ate?
Do I feel satisfied?
What is my fullness level now?

Right now we may not have access to
our normal foods, and our routines
have most likely changed, and that's
totally ok. Take a deep breath. Asking
ourselves these questions about the
food we're eating helps us learn to
trust our bodies to make good
decisions. 

I don't know about you, but being
home has me drinking way more
coffee than usual. Find ways to make
water all throughout the day: Pour a
glass of water each time you get
coffee, keep a water bottle at your
desk, use an app to remind you to drink
water throughout the day.

Even with the change that has come to
our lives, try to keep up with your
sleep schedule. Having a consistent
bedtime and wake time  helps your
body stay in rhythm.

EAT FOR WELLNESS

DRINK YOUR WATER

GET SOME SLEEP

CARING FOR MYSELF IS NOT SELF-INDULGENCE, IT IS
SELF-PRESERVATION" - AUDRE LORDE



you are limitless!
We are so excited to be on this journey with you!

limitlesslifestylecoaching.com


